In this extended abstract, we present an algorithm that learns a similarity measure between documents from the network topology of a structured corpus. We leverage the Scaled Dot-Product Attention, a recently proposed attention mechanism, to design a mutual attention mechanism between pairs of documents. To train its parameters, we use the network links as supervision. We provide preliminary experiment results with a citation dataset on two prediction tasks, demonstrating the capacity of our model to learn a meaningful textual similarity.
RELATED WORKS
In this section, we relate recent works in the fields of network embedding (NE) and attention mechanism for natural language processing (NLP).
Attributed Network Embedding
DeepWalk [6] first proposed to derive the word embedding algorithm Word2vec [4] by generating paths of nodes, akin to sentences, with truncated random walks. DeepWalk and other variants are generalized into a common matrix factorization framework in NetMF [7] . To extend DeepWalk for text-attributed networks, TADW [10] expresses this latter as a matrix factorization problem and incorporates a matrix of textual features T , produced by latent semantic indexing (LSI ), into the factorization so that the vertex similarity matrix can be reconstructed as the product of three matrices V T , H and T .
Attention Mechanisms for NLP
The Transformer [9] is a novel neural architecture that outperforms state-of-the-art methods in neural machine translation (NMT) without the use of convolution nor recurrent units. The Scaled Dot-Product Attention (SDPA) is the main constituting part of the Transformer that actually performs attention over a set of words. It takes as input a query vector q and a set of key vectors K of dimensions d k and value vectors V of dimensions d v . One weight for a value is generated by a compatibility function with its corresponding key and the query. Formally, the attention vectors are generated in parallel for multiples queries Q, following the for-
The result is a set of L attention vectors (L being the number of queries) of dimension d v . The matrices Q, K and V are produced by projection of initial words representations W with three matrices P Q , P K and P V whose parameters are meant to be learned.
Several works [2, 8] adapted the Transformer architecture beyond the task of NMT. Their main idea is to train the Transformer in an unsupervised fashion over large corpora of texts and further refine its parameters on a wide variety of supervised tasks. Motivated by these recent works, we present a model, MATAN (Mutual Attention for Text-Attributed Networks), that derives from the the SDPA to address the task of link prediction in a network of documents.
PROPOSED MODEL
We propose an algorithm for link prediction in text-attributed network. Our model is trained under a NE procedure, presented in Section 2.1. The optimization of the reconstruction error is performed via dot-product between contextual document representations e v u and e u v . These embeddings are generated with a mutual attention mechanism over their textual contents only, described in Section 2.2.
Overall Optimization
The model takes as input a network of documents G = (V , E,T ), T being the textual content of the documents. We precompute word embeddings W and a normalized similarity measure between nodes M designed from the adjacency matrix A of the network. Each document t u is associated with a bag of word embeddings W t u matrix. For any pair of node (u, v) ∈ V 2 , mutual embeddings are generated with an asymmetric mutual attention function f A Θ for both documents given their bags of word embeddings
. We define the unormalized similarity between the two nodes as the dot product of their mutual embeddings e v u .e u v . We aim at learning the parameters Θ by minimizing the KL divergence from the similarity distributions M (from the graph) to that of the normalized distribution of the dot products between the mutual embeddings (text associated to the nodes). We achieve this by employing noisecontrastive estimation, minimizing the following objective func-
, where σ is the sigmoid function. C is a corpus of pairs of nodes generated by drawing uniformly existing links from the empirical distribution of links M. k negative nodes are uniformly drawn for each positive pair. To minimize this objective, we employ stochastic gradient descent using ADAM [3] .
Mutual Attention Mechanism
The role of f A Θ (W t u ,W t v ) is to generate a contextual representation of t u given t v . The parameters Θ we aim to learn are composed of three matrices Θ = {P Q , P K , P V } of dimension D ×D each. For all words of the target document t u , we create queries Q u = W t u P Q . We similarly create keys and values from the contextual document
Attention representations for each target word are then computed, following the
has dimension L × D, that is, we have a mutual attention representation of each word of document t u given t v . Finally, the representation for document t u is obtained by averaging its word mutual attention vectors:
Similarly, e u v is generated by flipping indices u and v. The intuition behind this model is that the matrices P Q and P K learn to project pairs of words that explain links in the network such that their dot-products produce large weights. P V is then meant to project the word vectors such that their average produces similar representations for nodes that are close in the network and dissimilar for nodes that are far in the network.
EXPERIMENTS
To assess the quality of our model, we perform two tasks of link prediction on a dataset of citation links between scientific abstracts: Cora 1 . The first prediction evaluation, called edges-hidden, consists in hiding a percentage of the links given a network of documents and measuring the ability of the model to predict higher scores to hidden links than to non-existing ones by computing the ROC AUC. The second evaluation, called nodes-hidden, consists in splitting the network into two unconnected networks, keeping a percentage of the nodes in the training network.
We precompute on the full corpus word embeddings using GloVe [5] of dimension 256 with a co-occurrence threshold x max = 10, a window size w = 5 and 50 epochs. We precompute LSI [1] vectors of dimension 128. For the edge-hidden prediction task, we provide 1 Get the data: https://linqs.soe.ucsc.edu/data results performed by NetMF with k = 10 negative samples. TADW is run with 20 epochs and MATAN is performed with k = 1 negative sample and 10 5 sampled pairs of documents. The empirical similarity matrix between the nodes we chose is the normalized adjacency matrix. All produced representations are of dimension 256. Tables 1 and 2 show the results of our experiments. MATAN shows promising results for learning on a small percentage of training data on both evaluations. TADW has better scores for nodeshidden predictions which might be explained by the capacity of LSI to learn discriminant features on a small dataset unlike GloVe. In future work we would like to deal with bigger datasets from which word embedding methods might capture richer semantic information.
Results

